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glossary of terms

General terms

portal frame Fundamental Be building block; the terms “carcase” or “box” should not be used.

contra-facing Term to describe ability of open portal frames to be equipped with claddings and closures 

on opposing faces.

pitch The module size for Be is 19mm. Because of the potential confusion this might cause 

(BLF/SystemFile mod is 38mm and pedestal mod is 25mm), the term pitch is to be adopted 

instead.

aperture General name for unfilled zone of a portal; enables visibility between both aspects of portal 

frame.

cladding Generic term for any fixed covering on either face (see contra-facing above). Includes steel 

and timber back panels, pin- boards, dry-wipe boards, interactive screens and 

Lightbox/Brand wall.

closure Generic term for any hinged door, sliding door or drawer on either face (see contra-facing 

above).

over-sailing All Be claddings and closures align with the surface of the portal frame and over-sail the side panels

(rather than being inset between them). This provides a cleaner, more integrated appearance and allows

claddings/closures to span more than one portal frame.

wrap Acoustic hood: Can be attached to the top of a portal frame, either 34-pitch or 45-pitch. Houses

optional integral power, seating and worksurfaces.  The terms “hood”, “cowl” or “silo” (see above)

should not be used

functional cladding

back panel Panel which provides partial (zone or zones) or whole back covering for a portal. Can be 

steel single-skinned, steel double-skinned mono colour or steel double skinned duo colour. Can also be

18mm thick Melamine-faced chipboard (MFC) in one of the Be standard finishes – or Lino on 18mm

plywood in one of the Be standard finishes.

inset back panel A specialised cladding option used in combination with shuttle doors (see below). Sit inside the side

panels of a portal aperture to enable thicker, locking doors to shuttle over them. Used in alternate

contra-facing adjacent portal frame applications with benches attached.

lightbox Cladding option with fabric panel overlaying bed of organic LED lights.

brand wall Description for one application of a Lightbox (see above); where overlaying fabric panel is 

printed with customer’s corporate messages/images.

mood wall Another Lightbox application; where the overlaying fabric panel is printed with non-specific artwork.
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pinboard Cladding option for portal frame zone/zones or whole aperture. Lamination of pinnable 

fibreboard, rigid chipboard and upholstery fabric covering.

acoustic panel Panel which provides partial (zone or zones) or whole back covering for a portal. Lamination of plain and

perforated (outer) Medium-density Fibreboard (MDF) over an acoustic foam 

filler, the whole covered in upholstery fabric.

dry-wipe board Cladding option for portal frame aperture. Back-coloured glass over steel substrate. For use with dry-

wipe marker pens in collaboration/training applications.

interactive panels Cladding option for portal frame aperture. Proprietary interactive electronic boards, adapted for Be portal

frame mounting.

general All claddings and some closures (shuttles and sliding doors) are additionally sized to span more than one

portal frame width, up to 2,400mm wide.

dynamic closure options

hinged doors Powder-coated double-skin steel or 18mm MFC (see previous) doors, mounted on 270-degree adjustable

hinges with integral “hold-back” feature. R/H door features colour matched, vertically-mounted die-cast

zinc alloy flush handle or applied anodized aluminium handle. L/H door features light strip and is

retained/locked by R/H door - therefore requiring no handle.

locker doors Hinged smaller doors, mounted on same hinges as above. Used in combination with divider panels and

fixed sub shelves to vertically and horizontally sub-divide single portal frames to create locker apertures.

All doors individually locked and fitted with lock-surround finger pull. Posting slots and business

card/label holders are options. Power for mobile phone and other device charging is a further option.

sliding doors 6mm thick, non-locking paired doors, which can be sized to enclose a single portal in partial-access

mode – or a pair of portals in full-access mode. Open over one another in contra-direction to centre of

portal/s. Sit flush with top and bottom track (see below).

shuttle doors 18mm thick, locking doors. Used singly and in combination with inset back panels (see previous) to

enable access to a full portal width by shuttling over the adjacent inset back panel. Sit flush with top and

bottom track (see below).

lodge doors

tracks Both shuttle and sliding doors use a common extruded aluminium track and die-cast zinc alloy

brackets/door stops, both powder-coated to match portal colour. Because of the over-sailing nature of

closures (see previous) these can span one of more portals in width.

drawers Pull-out closures mounted on linear ball bearing slides, in a range of heights to suit all common stored

media. Fronts in powder coated steel with colour-matched, horizontally-mounted diecast zinc alloy inset

handle – or in 18mm MFC with same inset of applied anodized aluminium handle – or in 18mm

plywood/lino with options. Steel drawer bodies, pierced to take dividers or equipped with rails for

hanging files.
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Be portal elements/descriptors

portal frame Fundamental Be building block; the terms “carcase” or “box” should not be used.

floor standing Generic term for all non bridge or stacker portal frames; i.e. those that stand on the floor.

bridge frames Portal frames that “bridge” two floor standing portals, to span the space between them.

bridge closures Bridge frames can be left open or fitted with closures; which include locker doors, sliding doors and

shuttle doors.

stacker frames Portal frames without a full-height, floor standing variant plinth, generally designed for stacking on floor

standing portals to create units higher than 76-pitch - but capable of being stacked on any portal. 

stacker closures Stacker frames can be left open or fitted with closures; which include locker doors, sliding doors &

shuttle doors.

waistband zone An attachment zone in all portals taller than 34-pitch, where a structural or infill rail (see below) can be

attached. For the provision of desk-height worksurfaces.

upper waistband zone An additional attachment zone in 76-pitch portals, where a structural or infill rail (see below) can be

attached. For the provision of counter-height worksurfaces.

structural rail A narrow cladding, which is applied to the waistband zone for attaching the sub-frame rails of a

worksurface to a portal frame. It also features distribution ports for carrying power and data cables

between portal and worksurface. 4, 6 & 10-pitch variants available. 

infill rail A plain narrow cladding, which aligns with the structural rail to enable spanning closures such as sliding

and shuttle doors to continue beneath the worksurface. 4, 6 and 10-pitch variants available.

inner liner Portal inner skins designed to cover ladder strips/ improve appearance in open zones. Can be plain or

feature power socket fitting points (one side or both).

closure shelf Full-depth slotted shelf, used to define boundaries between closed and open portal zones.

adjustable shelf Half-stopped slotted shelf, for serious filing applications behind closures.

display shelf Stopped-depth plain shelf, used for display and media support within open portal zones.

base shelf Be portals have no fixed base panel. Instead they are fitted with a single application removable shelf,

which gives free access to building raised floor boxes/grommets. It also allows 32-amp distribution box to

be stored underneath, enabling up to 10 separate 3.15amp sockets to be serviced from 1 floor grommet.

shelf dividers Steel vertical dividers which fit to any slotted shelf (including base shelf) and deeper drawer 

bases, providing support for loose media such as lever-arch files and shelf wallets.  
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top rails Be portals do not feature a structural top. Rather they have front and rear rails onto which optional tops

(single, spanning, lighting/Wrap support, steel, MFC, Lino etc) are fitted.

tops A non-structural (but highly functional) element of the Be portal; these come in variable materials (steel, MFC and

Lino) and widths (single or spanning – up to 3 x 800mm portals) and function (plain, task light-supporting or

Wrap-supporting.

plinth rails Be portals do not feature a structural base. Instead there are 2 off plinths rails of sufficient height to house power

distribution and detailed to accept a removable slotted base shelf (see above)

portal leveler Adjustable foot. 4 off provided as standard with portal frame.

castor pack Set of 4 off castors, for base of portal frame.

column foot pack Set of 4 off feet, to raise base of portal frame off floor.

accessory - worksurface

hoop frame leg A complete rectangular “ring”, constructed from triangular section steel, powder-coated in the full 

systems palette.

goalpost leg As above, but without the lower horizontal rail, constructed from triangular section steel, powder-coated in the

full systems palette.

height-adjustable goalpost leg As above, but with telescopic sections to the lower leg to enable worksurface height to be set to BS EN 527-1:

2011 (650mm – 850mm), powder-coated in the full systems palette.

single depth variant (all above) 800mm deep legs, for single worksurface support.

double depth variant (all above) 1,600mm deep legs, for back-to-back double worksurface support.

inset legs (all above) Shallow depth legs, used at mid/intermediate points of bench worksurfaces to prevent clash with 

user’s knees. Powder-coated in the full systems palette.

end-mounting Structural feature, whereby worksurface is connected to portal frame via the structural rail in the waistband zone

(see above).

semi/fully supported Worksurface joined to portal frame at one or both ends, via the structural rail in the waistband zone

worksurfaces (see above).

post leg support Single, cylindrical leg (use for small cantilevered worksurfaces).

worktable Cantilevered table in Lino for use with Wrap. Can be equipped with power distribution 

(see polar ICE below).

sub frame rails Pair of tubular steel rails that horizontally connect leg frames to one another or to the portal frame via the

structural rail. Perform the dual function of bracing the leg(s) and preventing deflection of the worksurface.
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above worksurface screens Privacy guards for use between facing workstations. Clamped to worksurface. Featuring either a plain cap or an

accessory channel across top. Upholstered in range of standard fabrics or COM.

flyby screens Combination screen/modesty panel. Clamped to worksurface. Featuring either a plain cap or an accessory

channel across top. Upholstered in range of standard fabrics or COM.

freestanding screens Freestanding screen. Featuring either a plain cap or an accessory channel across top. Upholstered in range of

standard fabrics or COM.

workplane General descriptor for the plane occupied by a worksurface of any type and at any height.

accessory - power and data

cable baskets Fit underneath worksurfaces to house power, data and comms cables.  Can be fed by articulated proprietary

“snake” from floor-box or grommet or from end attached to structural rail in waistband zone of a portal.

socket, polar ICE, Type A Surface-mounted electric socket, two power sockets* or one power* + one USB

Type B 

socket, Puma, Flush-mounted power outlet with:

Type A Two power sockets*, centre blanked

Type B Three power sockets*, outers rotated through 90 degrees

Type C Two power sockets* + two data sockets

socket , TBA Single flush-mounted module for in-locker charging applications.  Either single socket* or single USB.

sockets, general *Either UK, French/Belgian or German variants available.

material/finish – worksurface + portal tops and cladding

MFC Melamine-faced Chipboard, available in one plain (White and 4 timber effect finishes. Supplied by Kronospan.

lino Linoleum on plywood substrate – three colours available. Supplied by Forbo Flooring.

wood veneer Real wood veneer + edging on particle-board substrate. – five finishes available. Supplied by Hands of Wycombe.

accessory – lighting

task/ambient lighting, fixed Cantilevered (off top of portal) worksurface illumination. Multi-LED light source. With wireless remote switch/

dimmer control.

task lighting, dynamic Articulated individual task light. Low energy LED source. Worksurface or portal mounting options.
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under-shelf lighting Linear multi-LED source. Mounts under top or shelf. With wireless remote switch/dimmer control.

wrap lighting Dedicated triple LED source. Mounts at apex of Wrap curve. Proximity switched for power saving and

convenience.

accessory – soft seating:

radial bench seating Curved 60-degree bench seating, with or without back.  Back can additionally be full with - or stopped short on

either end to form a chaise.

straight bench seating Same profile as curved bench above, in 500mm, 1,100mm and 1,800mm widths, with or without backs. Backs

can again be full width or stopped short on either end to form a chaise. e.

corner unit 90 degree bench corner seat, same profile as both above and with or without full back.

booth seating Different profile to bench range above (thicker seat, shorter legs). 800mm, 1,000mm and 1,200mm widths;

suitable for use against portals (using magnetically-retained medium (57-pitch) & high (76-pitch) back extensions.

Optionally suitable for use in combination with Wrap and Wrap accessories.

leaf chair Shaped occasional chair, for use in more casual, randomly-disposed applications, perhaps in conjunction with…

coffee table range …a range of occasional tables with square, rectangular, round and d-shaped tops.

pommel horse seating High elevation seating with no back, flat surface.  1000mm wide, 365mm depth, 750mm elevation.  Part of the

stool, perch and pommel horse range of soft seating. 

perch High elevation seating with no back, sloped surface.  1000mm wide, 365mm depth, 750mm elevation. Part of

the stool and pommenl horse range of soft seating.

stool Available in high or low version.

portal-mounted perch 800, 1000 and 1200mm widths available for mounting on low portals to provide supplementary seating.1
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